Planning & Development Services
Planning Division
15151 E. Alameda Parkway, Ste. 2300
Aurora, Colorado 80012
303.739.7250

August 26, 2019
Greg Saia
Toll Brothers
10 Inverness Drive, Suite 125
Englewood, CO 80112
Re:

Second Submission Review - Murphy Creek Townhomes PA-15 - CSP and Plat
Application Number:
DA-1250-44
Case Number:
2019-4011-11; 2019-3031-00
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS PROVIDED 11-8-19
Dear Mr. Saia:
Thank you for your recent submission, which we started to process on Monday, August 5, 2019. We reviewed it and
attached our comments along with this cover letter. The first section of our review highlights our major comments.
The following sections contain more specific comments, including those received from other city departments and
community members.
Since several important issues still remain, you will need to make another submission. Please revise your previous
work and send us a new submission. Revisions will be required to bring this project to a Planning Commission
Hearing.
Note that all our comments are numbered. When you resubmit, include a cover letter specifically responding to each
item. The Planning Department reserves the right to reject any resubmissions that fail to address these items. If you
have made any other changes to your documents other than those requested, be sure to also specifically list them in
your letter.
As always, if you have any comments or concerns, please give me a call. I may be reached at 303-739-7251 or
bcammara@auaroragov.org.
Sincerely,

Brandon Cammarata, Senior Planner
City of Aurora Planning Department
cc:

Mindy Parnes, Planning Department
Karen Henry - Henry Design Group Inc 1501 Wazee Street, #1-C Denver, CO 80202
Scott Campbell, Neighborhood Services
Mark Geyer, ODA
Filed: K\$DA\1250-44rev2.rtf

Attached: Xcel Letter and MCGC Letter

Second Submission Review
SUMMARY OF KEY COMMENTS FROM ALL DEPARTMENTS
 Remove trail connection to golf cart path.
 Clarify that “Fire Access Easements” and related on-street parking are resolved.
 An 8-foot wide tree lawn is required along Flat Rock Trail.
 Add alley crosswalk marking and additional connection to the public sidewalk.
 The Site Plan will not be approved by Public Works until the preliminary drainage is approved.
 Begin License Agreement and easement dedication processes with Real Property.
PLANNING DEPARTMENT COMMENTS
1. Community Questions Comments and Concerns
1A. Name: RICHARD BERGE; Address 24446 EAST LOUISIANA CIRCLE, AURORA CO 80018; Phone:
7209355159 Email: nordicsun11@gmail.com
Comment: Build to Rent is very ominous. Renters certainly do not have any long term interest in the quality of life
that we all moved here for! And, not only the quality of life but a very negative effect on property values!
1B. Organization: MCGC Neighbors; Email: msobey@mcgcneighbors.org
See attached letter dated August 20, 2019.
1C. Name: Paula Smolen Address: 24011 E Hawaii Place, LLSFS CAG Aurora CO 80018; Phone: 7205321088;
Email: pmsmolen@yahoo.com
Comment: Before the deadline for comment I want to add my thoughts. Two things are on my mind: one, when we
met originally with Toll Brothers we were pleased that finally a developer was going to put some homes in our
neighborhood that did not require us to fight with them over GDP and FDP. They seemed to have done their work
getting a good plan before us. Now we find out they withheld some important aspects of this build. They did not
disclose they intend to build to rent the town-homes. This leaves out the interest and care homeowners would have in
a community and gives too much authority to the absentee owner/investor regarding HOA how it this development
would fit into and be a meaningful part of our golf community and the overall vision for Murphy Creek. Second, I
object strongly to the set back waiver they are seeking for a 3 foot setback from the alley/access through-way behind
the town-homes This is entirely too short and - knowing how thing have gone in Murphy Creek with the Parkways,
people will violate the parking restrictions and park where they are not supposed to. In addition, this is hardly enough
space for cars to turn into garages and for trash containers to be set out. I only see problems with this waiver request.
I strongly urge the planners to have another neighborhood meeting and present justification for this waiver request
and tell us to our faces why they were not forthcoming in the original meeting regarding the rental of these townhomes.
1D. Name: Carol Caswell; Address: 1635 S Grand Baker St, Aurora CO 80018; Phone: 3035689996; Email:
cacasw@aol.com
Comment: Toll Brothers indicated that the rental price of these units could be as much as $2,500 per month, which
would attract stable professionals, families, etc., so they do not see any reason for concern.
My comment: this is not necessarily true, and can still be a concern. There is nothing from preventing multiple
people, family members etc from crowding into a unit to make rent, mtge... doesn't mean they'll be stable tenants, the
comment made is only a high level hope. This can be true with ownership as well. With that said any situations like
this will greatly increase the need for lots of good parking and traffic flow.
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1E. Name: Puja Nanda; Email: nanda21@comcast.net
Comment: Please carefully review this potential new development and the significant impact it will have on Murphy a
Creek and it’s residences. This new development will significantly change the look of Murphy Creek and the
peacefulness and openness the majority of us moved out here for. The views of the mountains will be lost and the
population/traffic will increase greatly - not what we moved here for. My family and neighbors are against this new
development - we moved here for the openness and the current beauty - not rows and rows of houses and increased
people and traffic. Please consider are vote against this new development. Thanks. Nanda Family
Response: Comments Acknowledged.
2. Planning and Zoning
2A. With your next submittal, please combine the Landscape, Architectural, Photometric, and other required sheets
with the site plan sheets as a single PDF per the requirements in the Site Plan Manual.
Response: The Site Plan, Landscape Plans, Architectural Plan and Photometrics have been combined as one set.
2B. Remove AutoCAD SHX Text from the PDF comments on all sheets, in particular photometric sheets have
numerous issues.
Response: The shape fonts have been removed.
2C. Building Materials – Please include a note all elevation sheets. “All elevations facing streets, the golf course, or
open space require a minimum of 30% masonry.”
Response: Note added to reference masonry on elevations facing streets per GDP requirements.
2D. Please add proposed crosswalk markings across the shared drive (alley) as redlined in the landscaping plans and
include the crossing marking on the site plan as well.
Response: Crosswalks were added as requested.
2E. Please add sidewalk connections from the internal network to the public sidewalk as redlined in the landscaping
plans and include these connections on all other applicable sheets.
Response: Crosswalks were added as requested.
2F. Detention Ponds can only be counted as common open space if they can be effectively used for recreational
activities (GDP 4.5 Landscape Standards Matrix.). Please remove the detention ponds from the open space
calculation and diagram.
Response: Open Space calculations were updated to exclude detention ponds.
2G. Staff recommends scheduling a neighborhood meeting, which was the request of the neighbors at the presubmittal neighborhood meeting. Please coordinate with Scott Campbell in Neighborhood Services.
Response: Acknowledged
2H. Please design wide area between buildings like a green court with sidewalk to the outside and usable space in the
middle. Trees also located to the outside. Consider using trees with pyramidal canopy structure or higher canopy
structure to keep space usable (LP-2).
Response: Green court areas have been updated to meet this criteria.
3. Landscape Design Issues
Kelly K. Bish, PLA, LEED AP/ Kbish@auroragov.org/ (303) 739-7189/ PDF comments in teal.
Sheet LP-1
3A. Add a to the legend that states grayed back buildings represent ADA units. Add this note to each sheet that has a
grayed back unit.
Response: The ADA units have been added to the legend.
Sheet LP-3
3B. Label the retaining wall.
Response: The retaining wall has been labeled.
Sheet LP-4
3C. The tree lawn along Flatrock Trail should be an 8' wide tree lawn. The comment response letter indicates that an
8' wide tree lawn was provided, but it doesn't appear to be the case.
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Response: Plans updated for an 8’ wide tree lawn
4. Addressing
Phil Turner / 303-739-7271 / pturner@auroragov.org
4A. Please submit a preliminary digital addressing .SHP or a .DWG file as soon is possible. This digital file is used
for street naming, addressing and preliminary GIS analysis. Include the following layers as a minimum: (1) Parcels;
(2) Street lines; and (3) Building footprints (If available).
4B. Please ensure that the digital file is provided in a NAD 83 feet, State plane, Central Colorado projection so it will
display correctly within our GIS system. Please provide a CAD .dwg file that is a 2013 CAD version. Please
eliminate any line work outside of the target area. Please e-mail these files to me.
4C. Here is additional information regarding the City of Aurora’s CAD submission requirements:
The city has developed CAD Data Submittal Standards for internal and external use to streamline the process of
importing AutoCAD information into the city’s Enterprise GIS. Please note that a digital submission meeting the
CAD Data Submittal Standards is required before your final site plan mylars can be routed for signatures or
recorded. Please review the CAD Data Submittal Standards and email your Case Manager the .DWG file before
submitting your final site plan mylars. Once received, the city’s AutoCAD Operator will run an audit report and your
Case Manager will let you know within 2-3 days whether the .DWG file meets or does not meet the city’s CAD Data
Submittal Standards.
Response: Comments acknowledged. CAD files per the standards will be provided with the Civil Plans
REFERRAL COMMENTS FROM OTHER DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES
5. Civil Engineering Kristin Tanabe / (303) 739-7306 / ktanabe@auroragov.org
Plat
5A. A sidewalk easement will be required when the sidewalk is properly located
Response: This has been added along Flatrock Trail
5B. A drainage easement for this pond needs to extend to public right of way. This can be the addition of "drainage
easement" to the fire lane and access easement, or a separate drainage easement is required.
Response: Comment addressed as requested.
Site Plan
5C. The site plan will not be approved by public works until the preliminary drainage letter/report is approved.
Response: Noted
5D. The drainage report needs to be uploaded to the civil plan folder as instructed when drainage comments were
received. The drainage report is not reviewed in the DA folder. Response: This has been done.
5E. Is there a reason to keep the sheets as separate documents? (On the next submittal all of the required site plan
sheets should be in a single pdf package.). Response: These have been combined
5F. Where are these details (lighting)?
Response: Details inadvertently left out last submittal, details are now included with photometric plan
5G. Please show the pond maintenance access to the top of the outlet structure as well. (multiple) Response: This has
been added for both outlet structures.
5H. “Drainage Easement”, not “detention easement”, multiple. Response: Corrected
5I. 8- foot tree lawn required along Flat Rock Trail. Response: This has been added.
5J. Show proposed street lights on S. Flatrock Trail, typical. Add a note that street light locations are for reference and
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that final street light locations will be determined with the photometric plan submitted with the lighting plan in the
civil plan submittal. Response: Lights are shown and included in the legend. The note has been added.
5K. The drainage easement for this pond needs to extend to public right of way, page 6.
Response: Comment addressed as requested.
5L. Advisory note: All sump inlets including nuisance inlets require emergency overflow, 100-yr water surface
elevation at least 1' below FF of adjacent buildings.
Response: Noted. This will be confirmed with the CDs
6. Life Safety
William Polk / 303-739-7371/ wpolk@auroragov.org / See blue redlines
Site Plan Comments
Sheet 1
6A. Indicate if structures are fire sprinkled or non-fire sprinkled. Response: Buildings will not be sprinklered.
Sheet 4
6B. Please include the width of the fire lane easement labels. Response: This has been added
6C. If this private street is constructed to an approved COA standard then a dedicated fire lane easement is not
required. In the instance where a COA standard will not be used for Street 01, a fire lane easement would be required
and which must be free of any obstructions that would encroach into fire lane easement preventing free passage of fire
apparatus. Therefore, if this main drive aisle is to remain as a dedicated fire lane than all of the parking spaces along
the road would need to be removed. Response: Street will be to City Standard, so parking to remain.
6D. Coordinating with Plat, please verify if Street 01 (Private) will be constructed to a COA standard or will remain a
private road with an unobstructed fire lane. Response: Designed to City Standard.
6E. Please relocate to prevent the overlap text. Response: This has been corrected.
6F. Advisory Note: An Address will be provided on the front main entry side of the structure. Where an alley or
roadway is provided to the back of the structure, a separate address will be required above the garage door. The
address directory shall be shown within the detail sheet of the site plan and/or civil plan sign package. Address
Directory Signs must be installed at residential properties where the front of the structure is facing a green belt instead
of public right-of-way where emergency response may be delayed due to the physical layout of the complex. Please
see COA Single-Family Dwellings Facing Green Belts instead Public Right-of-Way for further requirements.
Response: Address signage detail added to plan set
Sheet 5
6G. Please include the width of the fire lane easement labels. Response: These have been added
6H. If this private street is constructed to an approved COA standard then it will not be required to be a fire lane
easement. See comments on previous sheets. Response: Noted, street to public standard
Sheet 6
6I. Please include the width of the fire lane easement labels. Response: These have been added
Sheet 7
6J. Please include the width of the fire lane easement labels. Response: These have been added
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Sheet 8
6K. Please include the width of the fire lane easement labels. Response: These have been added
Sheet 9
6L. Please include the width of the fire lane easement labels. Response: These have been added.
Sheet 12
6M. Please ensure that the auto-turn does not travel over the curb. Response: This has been confirmed.
6N. Please show the Bronto apparatus completing the turns while traveling north bound. Response: Additional routes
have been added as requested.
6N. Please show the Bronto apparatus completing the turns while traveling north bound.
Response: Additional routes have been added as requested
Plat
Sheet 2 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON THE PLAT WILL BE PROVIDED AT THE TIME THE PLAT IS
REVISED AND RESUBMITTED TO THE CITY
6O. Fire lanes shall be free of any obstructions that would encroach into fire lane easement preventing free passage of
fire apparatus. Therefore, if this main drive aisle is to remain as a dedicated fire lane than all of the parking spaces
along the road would need to be removed.
6P. If this private street is constructed to an approved COA standard then a dedicated fire lane easement is not
required. In the instance where a COA standard will not be used for Tract N, a fire lane easement would be required
and fire lanes must be free of any obstructions that would encroach into fire lane easement preventing free passage of
fire apparatus. Therefore, if this main drive aisle is to remain as a dedicated fire lane than all of the parking spaces
along the road would need to be removed.
6Q. Coordinating with site plan, please verify if Tract N is a private road that will be constructed to a COA standard
or will remain a private road with a unobstructed fire lane.
Sheet 3
6R. Please include the width of the fire lane within the labels.
Sheet 4
6S. Please include the width of the fire lane within the labels
Sheet 5
6T. Please include the width of the fire lane within the labels
Sheet 6
6U. Please include the width of the fire lane within the labels.
Sheet 7
6V. Please include the width of the fire lane within the labels
6W. Duplicate label. Please remove additional label
Sheet 8
6X. Please include the width of the fire lane within the labels
Architectural Plans
Sheet 2
6Y. Please work with your case manager to determine if the architectural sheets should be removed. These sheets will
not be reviewed for code compliance or approved during the Building Document review.
Response: Elevations and floor plans are included with the revised submittal. The floor plans will be removed at
the direction of Planning prior to recordation.
7. Real Property Darren Akrie / (303) 739-7331 / dakrie@auroragov.org
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON THE PLAT WILL BE PROVIDED AT THE TIME THE PLAT IS REVISED
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AND RESUBMITTED TO THE CITY
7A. See the red line comments on the plat and site plan.
7B. Start the license agreement process with Grace Gray for the retaining walls, possible fences and the pavers in the
easements. Response: Acknowledged.
7C. Please make sure the plat bearing, distances curve data and the Tract designation match exactly.
7D. Dedicate the pocket utility easement for the fire hydrants on the plat.
8. Traffic Engineering Brianna Medema / (303) 739-7336 / bmedema@auroragov.org
TIS – Approved no comments.
Site Plan
8A. One-sided is not part of our standards, please provide for both sides. Maybe shift to PI to minimize impact on
parking? (page 3, traffic calming bump outs). Response: This has been revised following discussions with the City.
Bumpouts are now at intersections and one mid-block crossing as traffic calming measures.
8B. Reduced Crossing distance (Traffic Calming feature) may also be suitable at this location, not required. (page3)
Sight triangle location needs to be updated to here. (page 4) Response: See above. The sight distance was updated.
8C. This access to Flatrock Trail was supposed to align with the fire station access. Provide left out of each (Fire &
this development) to show turns do not conflict. Also provide eastbound through lane geometry, no more than 6'
offset is allowed for through lane geometry. (page 7) Response: Striping was added to confirm alignment with drive
into the fire station across S. Flatrock Trail.
9. Parks Department
Chris Ricciardiello, 303-739-7154, cricciar@auroragov.org
9A. Trail Connections - The City of Aurora PROS Golf Division will not allow the proposed trail connection to the
existing cart path on Murphy Creek Golf Course property at the southwest corner of the development, closest to the
Jewell Ave. underpass. Remove all line work and notes relating to this connection from the site plans and landscape
plans. Response: Trail connection was removed
10. Aurora Water
Daniel Pershing / 303-739-7646 / ddpershi@auroragov.org
10A. 2 FT from hardscape will need to be maintained on all meter pits, multiple. Response: Meters are 2’ from
hardscape or building back-to-front, 1.7’ from sides (per discussions with Aurora Water)
10B. 26' Utility Easement required for streets and alley with sanitary and water (multiple). Response: Confirmed
11. Xcel Energy Donna George / donna.george@xcelenergy.com / 303-571-7586
See letter date August 8, 2019 suggesting electric and gas easements may need to be acquired by separate documents.
Response: Gas service has been removed from community. The request for separate document is acknowledged.
12. Aurora Public Schools
Josh Hensley / / (303) 365-7812
12A. The school land obligation for this portion of Murphy Creek was fulfilled with the 2002 school dedication
agreement. There is no additional school obligation for the proposed development. Response: Acknowledged.
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